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\textbf{Abstract}

Vehicle detection and tracking applications play an important role for military and civilian applications such as in highway traffic surveillance control management and traffic planning. This paper presents a review on the various techniques of On-Road Vehicle detection systems that are based on motion model. In this paper a literature Survey of previous and recent works is presented on vision-based vehicle detection using sensors. Detecting the objects in the video and tracking their motion to identify their characteristics has been emerging as a demanding research area in the domain of Image Processing and Computer Vision. The traffic image analysis comprises of three parts: (1) Traffic Analysis (2) Motion Vehicle Detection and Segmentation Approaches and (3) Vehicle Tracking Approaches. In this survey, we have classified these methods into various groups, and these groups are providing a detailed description of various representation methods and find out their positive and negative aspects.
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1. Introduction

Traffic accidents are the major problem in which millions of people die. To prevent the people from this problem one solution is to increase the significant application of video-based supervision system that is traffic surveillance.

Almost every vehicle detection system includes two basic stages: (1) Hypothesis Generation (HG) which hypothesized the location of possible vehicles in an image and (2) Hypothesis Verification (HV) which verifies the hypotheses [1-2]. This paper introduces a Motion based method of hypothesis generation. Motion based methods calculate the presence of vehicle by employing relative motion between sensor and scene obtained by calculation of optical flow [3]. It is also an effort to design and implement real-time oriented algorithms and systems that are highly adaptive to the road and traffic scenes based on domain-specific knowledge on road, vehicle, and control [4]. Automated motion detection and tracking is a challenging task in traffic surveillance.

Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) to monitor dynamic traffic phenomena becomes more important in various applications. Formulating dynamic traffic phenomenon, which describe traffic situations to adapt the requirements of dynamic traffic assignment models and ITS applications, is a valuable research area [5].

Sensing vehicles ahead and traffic situations during driving are important aspects in safe driving, accident avoidance, and automatic driving and pursuit. It is most challenging task to design a system that is capable of identifying vehicles ahead, moving in the same direction such as car, by tracking them continuously with an in-car video camera. The fundamental problem here is to identify vehicles in changing environment and illumination [6].
2. Literature Survey

A. Gyaourova, C. Kamath, S. and C. Cheung has studied the block matching technique for object tracking in traffic scenes. A motionless airborne camera is used for video capturing. They have discussed the block matching technique for different resolutions and complexes [7].

Yoav Rosenberg and Michael Werman explain an object tracking algorithm using moving cameras. The algorithm is based on domain knowledge and motion modelling. Displacement of each point is assigned a discreet probability distribution matrix. Based on the model, image registration step is carried out. The registered image is then compared with the background to track the moving object [8].

A. Turolla, L. Marchesotti and C. S. Regazzoni discuss the camera model consisting of multiple cameras. They use object features gathered from two or more cameras situated at different locations. These features are then combined for location estimation in video surveillance systems [9].

One simple feature based object tracking method is explained by Yiwei Wang, John Doherty and Robert Van Dyck. The method first segments the image into foreground are gathered for each object of interest. Then for each consecutive frame the changes in features are calculated for various possible directions of movement. The one that satisfies certain threshold conditions is selected as the position of the object in the next frame [10].

Cigdem Eroglu Erdem and Bulent San have discussed a feedback –based method for object tracking in presence of occlusion. In this method several performance evaluation measures for tracking are placed in a feedback loop to track non rigid contours in a video sequence [11].

By tracking the object in motion, occlusion Alok K. Wate and Shamik Sural explain and compares the result with various algorithms like Kalman Filtering for foreground extraction and camera modelling for Background Subtraction with multiple cameras in both fixed and moving object. Extracting the feature of tracking object in Block matching calculates the frame difference; in exploiting the domain Knowledge the author calculate the motion parameters with the displacement of scale parameters and displacement vector. In compressed domain object tracking method is calculated using bounding rectangle of an object with different frames by using histogram [12].

P. Subashini, M. Krishnaveni, Vijay Singh discuss the object tracking in Frame Rate Display and Color conversion with background subtraction with different techniques like Estimating median overtime, Computing median overtime, Estimating moving objects. With the comparison of various segmentation algorithms like Sobel Operator, Canny operator and Roberts operator the object is segmented through edge detection and its derivate are calculated. Through region filtering in color segmentation color samples for skin is processed and is computed to mean and covariance over color channels. Object tracking for moving
object through motion vector is calculated through optical flow algorithm and Blob analysis for binary feature of an image is calculated. Tracking of object is measures by the position done by tracking in region filtering and the information of the object is created an estimation of new object [13].

Background subtraction and motion estimation for tracking an object. DCT domain background subtraction in Y plane is used to locate candidate objects in subsequent I-frames after a user has marked an object of interest in the given frame. DCT domain histogram matching using Cb and Cr planes and motion vectors are used to select the target object from the set of candidate objects [14].

A tracking and detecting algorithm that predicts the object by predicting the object boundary using block motion vectors followed by updating the contour using occlusions/disclosing detection. Another group of algorithms deals with object tracking using adaptive particle filter [15-16], kalman filter [17-19].

The efficiency by reducing the number is computations for object tracking in video frames is tracked with the adaptive particle filter, kalman filter and for color frames the image is captured into transform to YCbCr space with the wavelets coefficient transform for detecting moving objects [20].

A weighted adaptive scalable hierarchical (WASH) tree based video coding algorithm is proposed with low-memory usage. The standard coding uses three separate lists to store and organize tree data structures and their significance, which can grow large at high rate and consume large amounts of memory. In the proposed algorithm, value added adaptive scale down operator discards unnecessary lists and the process length of the sorting phase is shortened to reduce coding time and memory usage. Spatial and temporal scalability can be easily incorporated into the system to meet various types of display parameter requirements and self-adapting rate allocations are automatically achieved. Results show that the proposed method reduces memory usage, run time and improves PSNR [21].

A novel approach for car detection and classification is presented, to a whole new level, by devising a system that takes the video of a vehicle as input, detects and classifies the vehicle based on its make and model. It takes into consideration four prominent features namely Logo of vehicle, its number plate, color and shape. Logo detector and recognizer algorithms are implemented to find the manufacturer of the vehicle. The detection process is based on the Adaboost algorithm, which is a cascade of binary features to rapidly locate and detect logos. The number plate region is localized and extracted using blob extraction method. Then color of the vehicle is retrieved by applying Haar cascade classifier to first localize on the vehicle region and then applying a novel algorithm to find color. Shape of the vehicle is also extracted using blob extraction method. The classification is done by a very efficient algorithm called Support vector machines. Experimental results show that our system is a viable approach and achieves good feature extraction and classification rates across a range of videos with vehicles under different conditions. Edge matching, Divide-and-Conquer search, Gradient matching, Histograms of receptive field responses, Pose clustering, SIFT; SURF etc are some of the approaches applied. All these methods are either Appearance based methods or Feature based methods. They lag in one or the other way when it comes to real time applications. So there has been a need for creating a new system that could combine positive aspects of both the methods and increase the efficiency in tracking objects, when it comes to real life scenario. [22].

Daniel Marcus Jang proposed the Car-Rec search framework is made up of four stages: feature extraction, word quantization, image database search, and structural matching [23]. Car-Rec differs from other car identification systems in that it focuses on efficiently searching
a large database of car imagery, using quantized feature descriptors to find a short list of likely matches. This list is then re-ranked with a structural verification algorithm [22].

The merits of this method is that it uses SIFT in place of SURF feature extraction or Lucerne search and the structural verification algorithm may be swapped out for alternative choices. Its modular framework can be applied to general image recognition tasks, particularly with similar image search in large image databases. The demerit of this method is handling imagery with background noise information.

3. Traffic Analysis and Incident Detection

Traffic flow is the study of interactions between vehicles, drivers, and background obstacles such as road signals, trees and weather conditions with the goal of understanding and developing an optimal road network with efficient movement of traffic and minimal traffic congestion problems. Traffic flow becomes a lively subject of research. The traffic flow theory is a new science, which is related to understanding of traffic processes and to optimize these processes through proper design and control [24]. The first attempt to give a mathematical theory of traffic flow dated back to the 1950s. Vehicle classification in a traffic flow is considered a difficult task due to similarity in appearances among different vehicles. During the past 50 years, a wide range of traffic flow models and theories have been developed [25].

The models can be classified according to:
1. Scale of the Independent Variables (Continuous, Discrete, Semi-discrete)
2. Representation of the Processes (Deterministic, Stochastic)
3. Level of detail (Microscopic with high detail, Mesoscopic with medium detail, Macroscopic with low detail)

4. Motion Vehicle Detection and Segmentation Approaches

The detection of moving object's region of change in the same image sequence which captured at different intervals is one of interesting field in computer vision [26]. In reality, road traffic can be broadly classified into two categories, homogeneous and heterogeneous. A homogeneous traffic can be described as a hypothetical synchronized flow of traffic of identical vehicles in which all vehicles move with the same time-independent speed and a heterogeneous traffic condition is unsynchronized and unregulated. One of the video surveillance branches is the traffic image analysis which included the Moving/Motion Vehicle Detection and Segmentation approaches [27]. Even though various research papers have been showed for moving vehicle detection but still a tough task is to detect and segment the vehicles in the dynamic scenes. It consists of three main approaches to detect and segment the vehicle, as mentioned below (1) Background Subtraction Methods (2) Feature Based Methods (3) Frame Differencing and Motion Based methods.
From the figure (a) shows the original video, (b) shows that the video is converted to grey scale and (c) shows the segmented output of the video in performing the frame difference of background subtraction.

4.1 Background Subtraction Methods

The process of extracting moving foreground objects (input image) from stored background image (static image) or generated background frame form image series (video) is called background subtraction [28]. It is an advanced background subtraction technique used to detect and extract features for vehicles in complex road scenes in traffic surveillance. The non-adaptively is a drawback which is raised due to the change in lighting and the climatic situations [29]. A significant contribution suggested the statistical and parametric based techniques which are used for background subtraction methods; some of these methods used the Gaussian probability distribution model for each pixel in the image [30].

4.2 Feature Based Methods

Another trend which the researchers investigate and motivate on sub-features like the edges and corners of vehicles, the moving objects segmented from background image by collecting and analyzing the set of these features from the movement between the subsequent frames. Furthermore, the feature based method supports the occlusion handling between the overlapping vehicles and compared with background subtraction method represents a less level from the computational difficulty view [31]. Several approaches can discriminate the object from the background by using its features, a trainable object detection approach has proposed by [32]. This approach is based on learning and employs a set of labelled training data which used for labelling the extracted objects features. In addition, it uses a Haar wavelets technique as feature extraction method and also uses support vector machine classifier for classification process. Moreover, face, people and cars static images datasets have tested on this approach.

4.3 Frame Differencing and Motion Based Methods

The frame differencing is the process of subtracting two subsequent frames in image sequence to segment the moving object (foreground object) from the background frame image. The motion segmentation process is an important and fundamental step in detecting vehicle in dynamic view which is done by isolating the blobs (moving objects). Blobs can be created through analyzed and assignment sets of pixels to different classes of objects which is based on orientations and speed of their movements from the background of the motion scene [33].

5. Vehicle Tracking Approaches

Tracking objects in video processing is an important and fast growing step for tracking the moving objects in visual-based surveillance systems. The object tracking in video sequence of surveillance camera becomes a challenging and demanding task for researchers to improve recognition and tracking performances [34]. To track the physical appearance of moving objects such as the vehicles and identify it in dynamic scene, it has to locate the position, estimate the motion of these blobs and follow their movements between two of consecutive frames in video scene [35].

Several vehicle tracking methods have been illustrated and proposed by several researchers for different issues, it consists of:
1. Region-Based Tracking Methods
2. Contour Tracking Methods
3. 3D Model-Based Tracking Methods
4. Feature-Based Tracking Methods
5. Color and Pattern-Based Methods

5.1 Region-Based Tracking Methods

In these methods, the region of the moving objects are tracked and used for tracking the vehicles. These regions are segmented using the subtracting process between the input frame image and prior stored background image. This model worked on series of traffic scenes recorded by a stable camera for automobiles monocular images and provided position and speed knowledge for each vehicle as long as it is visible. The processing algorithms of this model represented by three levels: raw images, region level, and vehicle level.

5.2 Contour Tracking Methods

These methods depend on contours (the boundaries of vehicle) which are updated dynamically in successive images of vehicle in Tracking Vehicle Process [36]. These methods provide more efficient descriptions of objects than Region-Based Methods and have been successfully applied to practice. But objects occlusion and automatic initialization of tracking are difficult to handle and tracking precision is limited by a lack of precision in the location of the contour.

5.3 3D Model-Based Tracking Methods

A vehicle anisotropic distance measurement achieved through the 3D geometric shape of vehicles. A new 3D model-based vehicle detection and depiction framework is based on a probabilistic boundary feature grouping, which is used for vehicle detection and tracking process [37]. In this paper, the occlusion of vehicles detection process uses a 3D solid cuboid form with up to six vertices, and this cuboid is used to fit any different types and sizes of vehicle images by changing the vertices for a best fit. Therefore, vehicle detection, segmentation and tracking can be achieved efficiently due to changes in the region proportion, prototype width and height with consideration to previous images.

5.4 Feature-Based Tracking Methods

The particular vehicles are detected, segmented and tracked in image sequence by assembling, bunching and approximating the 3D world coordinates of vehicle's feature points. An iterative and distinguishable framework based on edge points as features is used in similarity process, these features represents a large region of set of features forms a strong depiction for object classes. This proposed framework showed a good performance for vehicle classification in surveillance videos [38]. A linearity feature technique is a proposed line-based shade method which uses line groups to remove all undesirable shades and properly undertakes the occlusion resulting from shades.

5.5 Color and Pattern-Based Tracking Methods

This technique is used to analyze color of image series of traffic supervision views [39]. Through the practical experiments, this system proven to work well under several weather situations, and it is insensitive to light variations. This model-based system is used for real-
time traffic supervision for continuous visual tracing and classification of vehicles for busy multi-lane highway scene [40].

7. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper provides a short and snappy study on the proposed techniques which have used in traffic video. It focuses in these areas, namely Traffic Analysis and Incident Detection, Segmentation Approaches and Vehicle Tracking Approaches. These types show the detailed information about how the traffic surveillance systems use Image Processing Methods and analysis tools to detect, segment, and track the vehicles. More specifically, this review gives better understanding and highlights the issues and their solutions for traffic surveillance. We rely on temporal information of features and their motion behaviors for vehicle identification, which compensates for the complexity in recognizing vehicle shapes, colors, and types. The paper work can be extended using the optical flow method and Background Subtraction technique which helps to find out the speed of the vehicle from the video sequence. In optical flow method the distance travelled by the vehicle is calculated using the movement of the centroid over the frames.
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